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TIAN TAN KITCHEN RECEIVES “HOTEL BUFFET OF THE YEAR” AWARD FROM 
2020 TIMEOUT FOOD AWARDS 

 

On 29 August, Tian Tan Kitchen was named “Hotel Buffet of the Year” at the 2020 Timeout 

Food Awards. The ceremony was attended by industry opinion leaders, hotels, media and 

Timeout Beijng Magazine readers. This is the first time we have received this reputable 

award, which was determined by the votes of Timeout Beijing Magazine editors. We’re 

thrilled to be recognised for our excellence in dining quality, facilities and service. 

 

Time Out Beijing showcases the best of the city in easy-to-read sections. Known for its sharp 

writing, in-depth research and objective reviews written by local experts, is the foremost 

authority on where to go, eat, drink, shop, listen, watch and play in the Chinese capital. As 

the city’s benchmark for credible and objective editorial, Time Out Beijing actively influences 

consumer decisions in Beijing with high-quality content, which help connect consumers, 

brands and local businesses with the city and each other. 

 

“We are very honoured to receive this award by such a prestigious magazine and look 

forward to welcoming the editors and readers of Timeout Magazine” said Tony Chick, New 

World Beijing Hotel area general manager. 

 

The 309-room New World Beijing Hotel is the closest deluxe hotel to Temple of Heaven, and 

is conveniently located near Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden City and the Wangfujing 

shopping district. Hotel dining includes Tian Tan Kitchen, an all-day Café; 8 Qi Nian Chinese 

restaurant; TANG lobby lounge; and YIN on 12 rooftop bar.  Recreational options include a 

health club, spa and indoor swimming pool; whilst meeting space totalling 1,542 square 

metres includes a windowed ballroom and seven function rooms.  The Residence Club 

executive floor offers the largest outdoor terrace amongst Beijing’s luxury hotels. For more 

information and reservations, please contact your travel professional, the hotel directly at 

telephone +86 10 5960 8888, e-mail reservations.beijing@newworldhotels.com, or visit 

newworldhotels.com. 
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MEDIA CONTACT: 

Naomie Liu 

Director of Communications  

New World Beijing Hotel 

Telephone:  +86 10 5960 8888 

Facsimile:  +86 10 5960 8899 

Email:  naomie.liu@newworldhotels.com  
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